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jigsaw puzzles can be customized from 4 to 64,000 pieces to suit the whole family's abilities. an easy to use preview screen displays thumbnails to help you find your favorite jigsaws. helpful features include the ability to sort and arrange pieces by shape and color automatically, arrange pieces around the edge of the screen or in rows for easy movement into
handy trays and an adjustable background ghost picture on which you can solve the puzzle. extensive cheat modes include highlight next piece, turn all pieces the right way up or simply use auto-solve to complete the whole puzzle. or try to beat the clock with the countdown timer for an extra challenge. other outstanding features include a screensaver which
searches for images and plays them as jigsaws; a capture mode to grab any image on your screen to turn into a jigsaw and a wallpaper feature to turn any jigsaw image into your desktop wallpaper. in jigsaw galore, families can play together or compete. with 4 levels of difficulty to choose from, players of all ages will be challenged but will have fun at the
same time. two players will also compete in online or local-multiplayer mode. classic jigsaw puzzle. the board is a 3 dimensional relief with the shapes of the pieces replicated in the puzzle. the pieces are kept in place by pressure-sensitive adhesive and glued to the board in the correct order. the game is very challenging. puzzles vary from 100 to 500 pieces.
players can use the online help table, or if they are stuck, they can click on the puzzle and have a 3d view of what the piece should look like. interesting fact: the jigsaw puzzle actually was invented in london. it was patented in 1881 by charles wetherell, an english engraver.

Full Version Of Jigsaw Galore 521

- Beautifully restored and expanded version of the original Jigsaw Galore 521. - Created in 1919, the original Jigsaw Galore was the first ever jigsaw puzzle. - A fully restored masterpiece! One of the most popular puzzles ever to be released, this magnificent jigsaw puzzle is based on Leonardo da Vinci's masterpiece "The Last Supper." - Scan the incredible detail
and portraiture, and marvel at the vitality of the brush strokes of this monumental painting. - It's large beautiful pieces make this the most fun for collectors of large puzzle pieces. - The masterpiece is enhanced by an antique spot varnish finish, and an amazing color reproduction by the wonderful "Ink Painters" company. - Sold exclusively through our web
site, this magnificent jigsaw puzzle has been restocked in its limited edition of 2,000, and is currently selling out! Please place your order soon! The beautiful character and mesmerizing background scenes of the "Snow White and the Seven Dwarves" are newly restored in this exciting 450 piece jigsaw puzzle. - This puzzle features hand-painted artwork in a
glittery white background that makes every piece stand out. - This is sure to delight all "Snow White" fans! Ask someone to take this 1,800-piece jigsaw puzzle to the beach, out in the country, or by the pool, and watch them experience the magic of the Southport Pier! - This captivating jigsaw puzzle features a visually stunning display of blue water, colorful
beach umbrellas and palm trees along the famous Southport Pier. This gorgeous 2,500-piece jigsaw puzzle features a beautiful illuminated background with detailed landscapes and seascapes. - It's large colorful pieces make this the most fun for collectors of large puzzle pieces. - The spectacular scenery is enhanced by an amazing color reproduction by the

wonderful "Ink Painters" company. 5ec8ef588b
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